
Speed,velocity and acceleration

•velocity=is speed/distance travelled in unit time in a given direction.

•sp�d=how quick an object can move from one place to another
•acceleration=change in velocity per second
•displacement=distance in a given direction

-Spe��

formula=speed=distance/time
Unit =m/s

example= A football  pitch is 200m long and it takes a player 1 minute to run the full
length.calculate the speed in m/s at which the player is travelling.include workings in your
answer

answer=  distance/time  =  200/60s= 3.3 m/s.

-Vel����y

unit=m/s
formula=velocity=change in displacement(m)/time taken (s)

-Ac�e��r��i��

Unit of acceleration  = m/s/s
formula=acceleration=final velocity - initial velocity/time taken

Example 1= a cyclist moves along a track in a straight line.the speed of the cyclist increases
uniformly from 5ms-1 to 15ms-1 in 5 seconds.calculate the acceleration of the cyclist.

acceleration=final velocity-initial velocity/time taken
15 - 5 /5=   10/5   =2m/s/s

Example 2= a motorcycle accelerates from 12ms-1 to36ms-1 in 3 seconds.calculate the
acceleration of the motorbike.

acceleration=final velocity-initial velocity/time taken
36 - 12/ 3= 24/3= 8ms-2



Example 3=two cars are for sale in a shop.Car A can reach a speed of 80m/s in 4 seconds while
car B can reach a speed of 50 m/s in 2 seconds.which car has the quickest acceleration

acceleration=final velocity - initial velocity/time taken

Car A=  0 - 80m/s  / 4s  = 20m/s/s
Car B=  0 -  50 m/s / 2s = 25 m/s/s         -car B has the quickest acceleration

Diff�r���es ���w�e� �p��� a�d ����ci��
①speed has no direction,velocity has direction.
②velocity is a vector,speed is a scalar

A trundle wheel is an instrument used to measure distance travelled
A stopwatch is an instrument that can be used to measure time taken for a journey

measured/calculated S.I unit

distance Trundle wheel metres

time stopwatch/timer seconds

speed Distance divide time m/s

This is a distance time graph.
The relationship of distance and time in this  graph is that it
is directly proportional.the distance increases

-distance time graphs
-straight line=means moving at a constant speed
-horizontal=object is not moving

sample=

-B-C=cyclist stopped
-At point D the cyclist returned.
-From A to B(average speed 2.5 )=the line is less steep than B to C
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